An approximate solution is presented for simple harmonic motion in the presence of weak damping through a force which is a general power-law function of the velocity. The approximation is shown to be quite robust, allowing for a simple way to investigate amplitude decay in the presence of general types of weak, nonlinear damping.
It is a standard rite of passage for the undergraduate mechanics student to explore the solution to the harmonic oscillator in the presence of linear damping, [1] [2] [3] mẍ + kx − f α (ẋ) = 0,
for which f α (ẋ) → f 1 (ẋ) = −bẋ. 
where γ ≡ b 2m
, ω ≡ ω . In the weak-damping limit γ ≪ ω 0 when v 0 = 0, the solution simplifies substantially to
Here Eq. (3) has the form x(t) ≃ A(t) cos(ω 0 t), which represents the undamped (γ = 0)
solution with a time-dependent amplitude. In the remainder of this note, this approximate form is generalized for the case of arbitrary power-law damping functions, f α (ẋ) = −βẋ|ẋ|
and the condition which generalizes the linear, "weak-damping" limit γ ≪ ω 0 is discussed.
For an oscillator obeying Eq. (1), let us write the solution as x(t) = A(t) cos[ω 0 t], assuming without loss of generality 5 thatẋ(0) = 0. The energy contained in the oscillator at some time t is
Differentiating both sides of Eq. (4) with respect to time giveṡ
where the last line follows from using Eq. (1). Taking the time derivative of Eq. (5) giveṡ E = kAȦ and equating the two expressions forĖ yields the relationship
Equation (7) becomes quite useful in the limit of weak damping, which may be quantified by examining the velocity,ẋ
By weak damping, one generally means that the system does not lose an appreciable amount of energy in a single oscillation. Since the instantaneous energy is proportional to A 2 , weak damping is defined to occur when |Ȧ| ≪ ω 0 A, so one may approximateẋ(
Using Eq. (7) and taking f α (ẋ) = −bẋ|ẋ| α−1 , one may separate variables and integrate.
Taking A(0) = x 0 , the result is
The case α = 1, corresponding to linear damping, must be treated separately, giving
In either case, the remaining work concerns the integrals appearing on the right-hand sides of Eqs. (9) and (10) . Owing the the periodic, non-negative nature of the integrand, the result should be approximately proportional to time t. Therefore we may write
where f (t) denotes the average value of a function f . For a periodic function f (t), the average only needs to be computed over a single period. In the case of | sin α+1 (ω 0 t)|, the period is
, and this average can be evaluated in terms of the Euler beta function
where B(x, y) ≡ Γ(x)Γ(y)/Γ(x + y). For α = 1, the result is
The expression for α = 1 in Eq. (10) simplifies considerably,
so that x(t) ≃ x 0 e −γt cos[ω 0 t], in agreement with the exact solution, Eq. (2). A nice feature of Eq. (13) is the relative ease with which one can get the approximate form for A(t) for more general types of damping. For context, the cases α = 2 and α = 0 were obtained separately in Ref. 9 . Taking α = 2 so that f (ẋ) → −bẋ|ẋ|, Eq. (13) gives
so that at long times, the amplitude is independent of the initial value x 0 . 10 The case of sliding friction is obtained in the limit α → 0 so that f (ẋ) → −bẋ |ẋ| = −bsgn(ẋ), giving
corresponding to a linear rate of change of the oscillation amplitude for sliding friction.
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The generality of Eq. (13) allows one to also consider non-integer values for α. Taking |f | ∝ |ẋ| gives
The (approximate) ansatz x(t) ≃ A(t) cos(ω 0 t) with A(t) given by Eq. (13) 
where
) is a dimensionless parameter. Considering α > ∼ 1, the second factor in Eq. (18) becomes quite small at long times. However, the factor of κ, which governs the size of |Ȧ| A at short times, depends on several physical constants as
so that if κ is too large, the approximation could break down at short times. Interestingly, in the limit α = 0, Eq. (18) predicts the approximation to work well for short times if
Because of Eq. (20), the approximation is doomed to break down at some point for any parameter choices. Figure 1 depicts the gradual breakdown for the case α = 0. For α > 1
and modest values of κ, agreement between numerical and approximate solutions at long times ω 0 t ≫ 1 is generally quite good, as shown in Figure 2 . The method described in this note allows one to investigate the nature of amplitude decay rate in oscillating systems with any type of power-law damping. This approach provides a concise theoretical complement to the experimental investigation of nonlinear damping in oscillating systems. In particular, one could create a fairly rich lab experiment with strong theoretical and computational components by using the TeachSpin Torsional Oscillator 14 which offers ways of producing linear (α = 1), quadratic (α = 2) and sliding (α = 0) drag in a mechanical system with a nearly linear restoring force.
